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Handbags for the season
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Stay ahead of the fashion pack this month with colourful pieces from Aspinal of
London’s spring/summer 2016 collection. Vibrant botanical prints feature on Manhattan
mini-clutches, while block colours of tangerine and crisp white characterise classic
bags such as the Marleybone Mini this season. Prices range from Dh2,400 to Dh4,900
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Tips, tricks
and trends
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Streaks of bright-blue
eyeshadow featured
on the Marc Jacobs spring/
summer 2016 runways –
how do we tone this down
for an everyday beauty
look?
The right way to
incorporate that boldblue trend is to use the
Highliner Gel Crayon on
the inner rim of the eye.
It’s a fun, festive and flashy
look. There’s a colour called
Wavelength, and it flatters
every eye colour.
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What’s the best way to
achieve dramatic lashes
without fakes?
Velvet Noir Mascara! It gives
1,800 per cent more volume
with three layers – it really
does give the illusion of
thicker, fuller lashes.

Marc Jacobs Beauty
workshop with Gilbert
Soliz at Kempinski
Hotel Mall of the
Emirates. Anna Nielsen
for The National

Master strokes
Hafsa Lodi attends a by-invite-only make-up masterclass by Marc Jacobs’s global
make-up artist Gilbert Soliz, who was in Dubai on Wednesday
When the Middle East is your
number-one market, you don’t
hesitate to fly in the experts for
special events.
Such was the case when highend fashion house Marc Jacobs
sent its premiere global make-up
artist, Gilbert Soliz, to Dubai to
give a cosmetics masterclass.
While the American fashion designer has been in the business
for 30 years, his cosmetics line is a
more recent addition, which will
celebrate its third anniversary in
August.
Still, it has achieved great success in such a short time and is
stocked internationally at Sephora stores, with regular seasonal
collections of lipsticks, eye pencils, mascaras, and an impressive
range of skincare products, created for colour correcting, contouring and strobing.
The masterclass is in a private
suite at Kempinski Hotel Mall

of the Emirates, which has been
set up to resemble a professional make-up artistry atelier. Stark
black personal vanity tables,
complete with mirrors featuring
Hollywood dressing room- style
light bulbs, line the suite, so that
guests can practise while Soliz
demonstrates his techniques on
a model at the front of the room.
Our instructor has a pleasant
personality. With his manicured
beard and all-black suit with a
subtle checkered pattern, Soliz
is about as far as you can get from
the stereotype of a stuffy or arrogant fashion-industry snob. He
has a freewheeling and fun-loving
nature. “At the end of the day, it’s
just make-up,” he tells us.
Then he shows us how he makes
use of it.
He preps the model with the
Under(cover) Coconut Face
Primer – which can be used as
a moisturiser even for very oily

With his manicured
beard and all-black
suit with a subtle
checkered pattern,
Soliz is about as far
as you can get from
the stereotype of a
stuffy or arrogant
fashion-industry
snob

skin – and then uses the brand’s
soon-to-launch Cover(t) Sticks
to smooth over pores and colour
imperfections.
The Glow Stick luminizer is
then applied to add a dewy shine,
which is a major glamour trend
on red carpets, Soliz says.
Next comes the application of a
single small dot of the Re (marc)
able Full Cover Foundation,
using a brush that has short,
tough bristles for controlled
tolerance. Only a tiny amount
is needed, Soliz says, as the formula has twice the amount of
pigment compared with other
foundations.
For the eyes, the artist uses the
Fineliner pen in Blacquer to line
the inner upper lids, and then
the white Fineliner on the inner
lower lid.
“It’s a trick – an illusion that
makes your eyes look bigger,” he
says, extending the white into the

inner tear duct for added drama.
Then, its back to Blacquer to
line the outer lids, outside of the
eyelashes.
“It’s like contouring, but for the
eye,” he says, while finishing off
with a slight flick of the wrist, and
a feline wing.
Then, Soliz tackles the lashes.
He uses the brand’s popular Velvet Noir Mascara to build up the
eyelashes, adding two-to-three
layers while the mascara remains
moist – it’s difficult to mould the
lashes once it dries, he says.
The Feather Noir, another mascara, is then used for the lower
lashes, as the smaller wand allows you to “grip and grab” the
thin lashes.
As a final touch, he adds a dash
of gold glitter with the Lamé Noir
in tribute to his boss – “Marc prefers it be applied carelessly”.
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The smoky eye is a longtime go-to beauty look
– what are some common
mistakes?
Women sometimes take the
black shadow too high. It’s
best to keep it at the crease,
or just below, and then
blend it.
What are your tips for
maintaining full, beautiful
eyebrows?
Layering products, starting
with a pencil to fill in sparse
areas and then using a gel to
help groom the brow.
What are the trending lip
shades this season?
Bold shades are still migrating through fall into spring,
especially berries.
What are the top three
make-up products every
woman should invest in?
Mascara, foundation and a
good lipstick
Do you think it’s possible to
be a self-taught make-up
artist?
Absolutely. Of course, you
have lots of mentors, but I
think it’s something that’s
innate.
What can an aspiring makeup artist achieve, and learn,
from a make-up masterclass?
A different perspective –
you’re stepping outside of
what you normally do and
you’re learning new things.
As an artist, learning new
ways of doing make-up is
what will always allow you
to grow.
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New concierge fashion site Stellar delivers designer dresses on the double
Rebecca McLaughlin-Duane

Let’s face it, if you are a UAE socialite then a packed calendar of glamorous galas and launch parties is
the norm. However, the social
whirl does not always leave much
time to shop for that ideal outfit.
With this in mind, Stellar, a
concierge fashion company,
has launched in the Emirates.
The brainchild of co-founders
Julia MacDonald and Anna
Royall-Smith, the online VIP
gown-delivery service makes a
showroom of your home.
“Shopping for one-of-a-kind
dresses is not always a quick or
easy process.” says Royall-Smith
“We take the pressure off and allow ladies to order a selection of
couture dresses from our website
and try them on – with their own
accessories, shoes and jewellery –
in the comfort of their own space.”
The service, which delivers up
to eight dresses that are left with

Julia MacDonald, left, and Anna Royall-Smith. Courtesy Stellar

a client for up to two hours, is free
of charge and a personal stylist is
also available.
The service provides complete
privacy, which is the top priority for many local women, says
Royall-Smith. “Culturally, it’s
much easier for local women to
buy couture dresses in this way,
rather than shopping with family

and friends and wanting to show
them the gowns in communal
dressing rooms,” she says.
“For example, we have many
clients in Sharjah and Dubai who
are seeking gowns for weddings,
and very dressy, glitzy designs are
popular right now.” Stellar is also
proving popular with expatriates,
who order dresses for corporate

events, cocktail parties, horse races and brunches.
Labels stocked by Stellar include
Brazilian designer Patricia Bonaldi, whose gowns have been worn
by celebrities including supermodel Gisele Bündchen. Bonaldi’s dresses range from around
Dh1,000 to Dh11,000, and clients
request a variety of sizes from Stellar to try before they buy.
Royall-Smith says there are plans
to add more designers to the portfolio, but the hiring of couture
pieces – as opposed to their purchase – is unlikely to be an option
in the near future.
“We believe we’re the only concierge service in the UAE, and offer something a bit different. Our
high-end dresses are very intricate
and we don’t feel that type of couture would suit the rental market
– but never say never.”

• Visit www.stellar-me.com
ĝĝrduane@thenational.ae
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Designer-24
An online designer rental service where a client can
have two sizes of one dress brought to their home and
picked up the following day. Designers include Zuhair
Murad, Marchesa, Lanvin and Christian Dior among
many others. Couture gowns, from cocktail to occasional and formal, range in rental price from about Dh180 to
Dh5,000; www.designer-24.com

Moda Operandi
A unique e-tailer that allows ladies to order the latest
runway collections the moment – and sometimes before
– they hit the ramp. Customers will receive a 15 per cent
discount on their first purchase when registering for an
account. Available to pre-order and purchase online
are designer trunkshows, shoes, bags and jewellery;
www.modaoperandi.com
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